
	

	

Dear	Students,	

This	pack	will	assist	you	to	get	a	“kickstart”	with	your	studies	in	this	subject.		 	 				

As	our	normal	transition	period	was	impacted	this	year	due	to	COVID,	it	is	essential	that			

you	complete	the	following	requirements	before	returning	to	school	next	year.		

Holiday	Kickstart	Program	
Subject	

	

Outdoor	and	Environmental	Studies	

Resources	and	Materials		

	

	

Study	Design	

Text	Book		

Readings	

	

	

Pg	140-151	

Powerpoint	Slides	1	–	22	

Kangaroo	Adaptations	

Essential/Revision	Questions	

	

	

What	characterised	Australia	before	human	

settlement?	

	

Activities	

	

	

Answer	ppt	questions	

Australian’s	before	humans	quiz	sheet	

Aus	Animals	x2	species	

Exam	Style	Questions		

	

2019	Question	2	

Glossary:	Key	Terms	

	

	

Relationships	

Biological	isolation	

Geological	stability	

Climatic	variation	

Gondwana	

Pangea	

El	nino		

La	nina	

Endemic	

Marsupial	

Megafauna	

Flora	

Fauna	

Continental	drift	

Other	Requirements		

	

	

Ensure	$600	fees	paid	ready	for	first	camp	

	

We	hope	you	all	have	a	safe	and	restful	break.	We	look	forward	to	supporting	you	next	year	as	you	complete	your	

school	journey.		

	

Best	Regards,	

________________	Domain	

Hallam	Senior	College		

	

	



	

Kangaroo adaptations 
Kangaroos are found in many different regions of Australia, including the 
desert and semi-arid regions. Kangaroos from these areas have 
behavioural and structural adaptations that enable them to survive the 
harsh conditions. 

Kangaroos from desert and semi-arid environments have adapted to drier 
conditions and have several features that help them deal with the lack of 
water. 

 

 

• Kangaroos need very little water to survive. The intestine of the Red Kangaroo reabsorbs water as it 
passes through which means the kangaroo produces very dry faeces and the little water they have 
available to them is put to good use by being recycled by their body. 

• When they are hot, kangaroos pant to cool down. They also lick their chests and the inside of their 
forearms until those areas are quite wet. When the moisture evaporates it cools the blood, which 
circulates close to the surface at these points. This helps keep the animal cool. 

• Kangaroos hop over large distances to find food and water. Hopping is a fast, energy efficient way to 
travel. The kangaroo can cover large distances without using a lot of energy. 

• Kangaroos are mostly active in the early morning or evening, when it is cooler. During the day, when 
the temperature is most extreme, kangaroos spend the time lazing around under the shade of trees. 

• The female kangaroo’s efficient breeding cycle also assists them in surviving the harsh environment. 
They have the ability, when pregnant, to put the growth of the embryo on hold until external conditions 
improve. This increases the chances of the young surviving. In times of drought, many kangaroos will 
die but when conditions are good female kangaroos can have three young ones with them at the same 
time: one as an embryo (not yet born), one in the pouch attached to a teat and one outside the pouch 
but still drinking the mother’s milk. 

References 
‘Nature	notes	–	Red	Kangaroo’,	Alice	Springs	Desert	Park	website,	

http://www.alicespringsdesertpark.com.au/kids/nature/mammals/kangaroo.shtml	(2013)	

‘Australian	kangaroos	–	an	outback	icon’,	Outback	Australia	travel	guide	website,	http://www.outback-australia-

travel-secrets.com/australian-kangaroos.html	(2013)	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



	

Australia’s	Flora	and	Fauna	

	

Answer	the	following	questions	regarding	2	of	the	species	from	below.	You	must	select	species	from	both	fauna	and	

flora	

1. Give	a	brief	description	of	the	species	–	include	appearance,	habitat	and	location	(where	is	it	found	in	

Victoria/Australia)	

	

2. How	has	the	species	adapted	to	Australia’s	unique	environment	–	be	specific	to	one	of	the	three	areas	

discussed	in	theory	(BI,	GS,	CV)	

	

3. Why	did	this	adaptation	occur?	

	

4. Can	this	species	be	linked	to	any	species	from	around	the	world	or	megafauna	from	history?	

	

	

	Species 	

Kangaroo	

Platypus	

Koala	

Pitcher	Plant	

Eucalyptus	Tree		

	

	

		

	

	

	

	

	

Due	date:	_________________________________	

	

Signed	by	teacher	completed:	________________________________________	Date:	___________	

	

	

	

	



	

Question 2 (9 marks) 
Identify three characteristics of the Australian environment and explain how each characteristic influenced the 
Australian environment before human settlement. 
Characteristic 1 
                
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
               
 
Characteristic 2 
                
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
               
 

Characteristic 3 
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Unit 3- Relationships with 
Outdoor Environments
AOS1: Historical relationships with outdoor environments 

Know the KEY WORDS
 

Analyse	
Identify the components in an argument and clarify 
the relationship between them. Describe and relate 
implications of the arguments being proposed. 
Assess	
Make a judgement of/about the value, quality, 
outcomes of an argument or opinion 
Compare	and	contrast	
Look at or read two or more different arguments, 
opinions or documents and clearly explain the main 
points of each and how they are different and/or 
similar to each other. 
Define	
State meaning and identify essential qualities of 
terms, words or expressions. 
Describe	
Provide the characteristics and features of a given 
opinion or argument.  

Discuss	
Identify the major issues from one or more arguments 
or opinions and show the strengths and weaknesses 
of these. 
Evaluate	
Make a judgment, based on criteria, about an issue. 
Determine the value of an argument and/ore carefully 
look at different arguments/opinions and discuss the 
value of each. 
Explain	
Relate cause and effect. Make the relationships 
between issues, opinions, events and/or results of one 
or more situations evident and provide reasons for 
the causes and effects. 
Identify	
Recognise and name an event, feature, or part from a 
list or argument or extended narrative. 
Recommend	
Provide reasons in favour of a proposal. 
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3.1.1.- Australian outdoor environments before humans 
including characteristics of

- biological isolation
- geological stability
- climatic variations

REMEMBER- THIS IS BEFORE HUMANS EVER EXISTED

Continental Drift Theory

6 Theory that approx 200 
million of  years ago, all 
of  the continents were 
connected forming 
Pangaea. 

6 It is believed the oceanic 
volcanoes caused a move 
in Pangaea at approx 160 
million years ago and it 
separated into two-
Laurasia and Gondwana

3
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Continental Drift Theory proof

Diprotodon > Wombat

5
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Dromornis > Emu/Cassowary

Question

6 Describe the Continental Drift theory, how has it assisted in the creation of  a 
unique Australian Environment? 

7
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Separation of  Gondwana

6 As Australia began to move downward from the equator its climate changed. 
6 Increase in temperature

6 Increase in Rainfall

This resulted in the flora and fauna having to adapt/ evolve or die out as Australia was 
now an isolated island

Uniqueness of  the Australian Environment

6 The uniqueness of  the Australian environment has been shaped by 3
characteristics

1. Biological Isolation

2. Geological Stability

3. Climatic Variations

9
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1. Biological Isolation

6 After the separation of  Australia from Gondwana, animals 
and plants evolved to deal with our vastly different 
conditions in comparison to other continents – Weather and 
predators

6 This species will either
6 Die out or
6 Evolve 

6 Charles Darwin: “theory of  evolution by natural selection”-
Species change over time, or evolve in response to the 
environment. 

Biological Isolation Examples
Platypus

6 Large water rats were around in the Gondwana period. When Australia split with 
England, water rats in Australia were left without breeding partners. 
6 Biological isolation resulted in water rats from the UK evolving due to no breeding 

partners and forming their own species in Australia, the platypus.

6 Tail stores fat for energy

6 Dense waterproof  fur, which provides excellent thermal insulation

6 The Platypus propels itself  through the water by using its front, short, webbed limbs, 
and the partially-webbed hind feet act as rudders (energy conservation)

11
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Emu

6 African ostrich & Aust. Emu flightless bird now isolated from 
each other and adapting to own environment differently

6 The emu’s long neck is an adaptation which allows them to see 
over even the tallest grasses of  the Australian grasslands, 
allowing them to see predators and other threats from far away.

Question

6 Describe how this characteristic shaped Australian Outdoor Environments before 
human habitation. 

13
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2. Geological Stability 

6 Australia is relatively stable in relation to other countries.
6 Low earthquake and volcanic activity in comparison to other countries. This 

is due to the fact that Australia is situated away from the tectonic boundaries
(Indo Australian Plate)

6 This results in less fertile soil due to poor levels of  nutrients in the soil

6 This poor soil quality results in only the toughest species being able to survive

6 Pitcher plants capture insects by luring 
them into a simple trap

6 A cupped leaf  that’s so slippery on the 
inside, the bugs have trouble climbing 
out. 

6 At the bottom of  this pitcher-shaped 
trap the plants house digestive fluids 
that help break down the flesh and 
exoskeletons of  the captured prey for 
nutrients to grow

Pitcher Plant

Evolution has led to pitcher 
plants with a deeper pitfall trap 
surviving longer

15
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Eucalpyts and Koala

6 Eucalyptus Tree – Have adapted to have 
hard glossy leaves that hang vertically
6 This is to reduce the effects on the leaves 

from drying out of  the harsh Australian 
sun.

6 Deep root system to access more 
nutrients

6 Koalas adapted to eating the leaves of  
trees that were able to survive the harsh 
Australian environment. Koalas eat 
large amounts of  Eucalpytus Tree leaves 
for nutritional value and water

Question

6 Describe how this characteristic shaped Australian Outdoor Environments before 
human habitation. 

17
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3. Climatic Variations

6 Refers to the changes in climate over time and also the variability 
that Australia experiences decade to decade.

- El Nino refers to when the sea surface temperature rises in the 
Eastern and Pacific Ocean. 
- It can cause many bush fires as the weather is hotter and dryer. 
- Drought is also more common. 

- La Nina refers to cooling of the Pacific Ocean 
- Associated with cooler weather & an increase in rainfall
- Can lead to flooding

Climatic Variation Examples
Kangaroo

6 Kangaroo adapted hopping action to conserve energy, very efficient
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftgY63SlmKY

6 In periods of  El Nino (drought) the kangaroo’s breeding patterns are reduced to 
conserve energy and ensure the survival of  the newborns, while during La Nina 
(wet/floods) kangaroos can support 3 young at a time; one as an embryo (not yet 
born), one in the pouch attached to a teat and one outside the pouch but still 
drinking the mother’s milk.

19
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Wattle tree

6 Bushfires - Acacias (wattle) are susceptible to burning
6 Fire starts the germination process again (regrowth)

6 Needs fire to start the regrowth process

Question

6 Describe how this characteristic shaped Australian Outdoor Environments before 
human habitation. 
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